
No one knows water parks like ADG. We have been designing and building them 
since the concept first arrived on the shores of North America back in the 1970’s. 
And with that concept, came the development of our unique InDepthTM  Approach 
to designing and building the optimal water park – it’s a combined methodology to 
planning, design, construction, and manufacturing that brings our clients expertise 
and flexibility not found anywhere else in the industry. 

When you are looking to design and build a waterpark and are limited with  available 
space, ADG has the experience of maximizing every square foot to its optimum 
potential. By incoporating attractions with a compact footprint in conjunction with 
revenue drivers, your small-scale waterpark will have all the elements to ensure 
LARGE-scale success.

Waterparks that Deliver Results

www.aquaticgroup.com
1.518.783.0038

13 Green Mountain Drive 
Cohoes, NY 12047

DISCOVER THE ADG ADVANTAGE

EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. Making 
your vision a reality and getting it right from the 
start, from conceptual renderings and planning 
to innovative product design and construction 
services, inspires the dedicated team at ADG. 
We are committed to delivering smart, bottom-
line strengthening products and solutions. 
No other company has the ability to offer the 
flexibility on project fulfillment and follow-
through, from concept to completion, like ADG.

WATERPARKS UNDER 5 ACRES

THE ULTIMATE WATERPARK
DESTINATIONS

WAT E R PA R K  W I S D O MW A T E R P A R K  W I S D O MWAT E R PA R K  W I S D O M

DESIGN/BUILD. No one knows water parks 
like ADG. Our unique InDepth™ approach to 
designing and building the optimal water park 
utilizes a combined methodology for planning, 
design, construction and manufacturing that 
brings our clients expertise and flexibility not 
found anywhere else in the industry.  More than 
just installing a slide or flashy new ride, our 
innovative approach is developed to increase 
your market base, grow your bottom line, and 
create a superior guest experience.

SMART SOLUTIONS FOR REAL SUCCESS.



WATERPARKS DESIGNED FOR SUCCESS

LAKE WINNIE

MOODY GARDENS

CLEMENTON SPLASH WORLD

For more information on ADG’s Waterpark projects visit: www.aquaticgroup.com/our-work

Lake Winnie partnered with the experts at ADG 
to design and build a waterpark that would be 
incorporated into their existing dry park. Built on five 
acres, the addition design plan included multiple 
slide complexes, play structures, action river and 
shaded guest accommodations. The new layout 
maximized capacity and guest flow to increase F&B 
and incidental purchases, and enhance the overall 
guest experience.

Moody Gardens in Galveston, TX chose ADG to 
design and build a small waterpark as an addition to 
their resort, designed to give guests a way to beat the 
hot Texas heat. Attractions include a 650-linear-foot 
lazy river, a 6,100-square-foot zero entry wave pool, 
two 18-foot enclosed tower slides and a kids multi-
level play structure.

Clementon Park & Splash World chose ADG to 
design and build their waterpark expansion in under 
three months. ADG’s creative design of the park 
provided increased capacity for needed essentials 
and guest amenities. At 23,000 sqft, Big Wave Bay 
delivers non-stop waves of fun and serves as the 
heart of the park. Additional features included in 
the expansion were a 5-story, one-acre water play 
structure, and two speed slides.

AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUP
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